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At 6:30pm, the attendees moved to the carousel pavilion
for a social hour after which a sumptuous meal with breast
of chicken and chef carved sirloin for entrees. During the
dinner, there was a fair and band organ concert. In the
building was a display of stationary steam engines as well
as a steam locomotive, Victorian era passenger car and a
caboose. Band organs, fair organs and orchestrions lined
the walls. Center stage in the building, was the Eden Palais
Carousel, restored to all its former glory. Those who wished,
were afforded the opportunity to ride this magnificent
carousel. Everyone was serenaded by the array of automatic
musical instruments throughout the evening. Thanks to the
Sanfilippo family for making a wonderful day and evening
possible.

Marion, Jeffery and Jasper Sanfilippo - event hosts
On December 14th and 15th, the AMICA Chicago Chapter
embarked on a series of activities. They were both musical
and historical in nature.
On December 14, 2019, the activities began at the Sanfilippo
Estate with a Holiday Gala with members of our sister
organizations: MBSI, COAA and ATOS. The Sanfilippo
collection is one of the premier collections in the world. The
doors opened at 2:30pm with a tour of the house with docents
playing the various orchestrions and band organs. There
was a steam engine gallery with steam engines running
on compressed air. The engines and musical instruments
were in perfect condition. The instruments, band organs and
concert organ played seasonal selections for the enjoyment
of attendees.

On December 15th, the Chicago Chapter met at the Richard
H. Driehaus Museum in Chicago near the Magnificent Mile.
Members were given a tour of the museum which is housed
in the 1883 Samuel M. Nickerson home. He was a wealthy
banker and the house stands as a memorial to the Gilded
Age and is also known as Chicago's Marble Palace. Many
examples of Louis Comfort Tiffany's masterpieces of stained
glass were exhibited within the museum. Eleven examples
made between 1880 and 1925 were on display. The tour,
taken by chapter members, afforded a view of late 19th
century life for the affluent. The house itself contained an
ornate interior exhibiting the craftsmanship and high quality
of the era.
After the tour, the members went to the home of Jim and
Wynette Edwards where the Chicago Chapter met for a
meeting, a concert on Jim's Steinway Duo-Art piano and
tasty snacks. Future events were planned for the chapter
and it was decided that there would be a meeting in March.

This "open house" provided an opportunity to see Jeffery
Sanfilippo's newly completed "Perfume Passage Parisian
Streetscape" which created an elegant 19th century
European atmosphere.
At 5:00pm, the attendees and their guests assembled
in the magnificent music room to view the classic Laurel
& Hardy silent film "Big Business" accompanied by the
masterful organist, Jelani Eddington, who played the world's
largest theater organ. After the film, we were treated to
a holiday concert on the organ which was also played by
Jelani Eddington. In attendance for the concert, were our
hosts, Jasper and Marian Sanfilippo. Jeffery Sanfilippo did
the honors as master of ceremonies and Jelani Eddington
discussed the finer points of the music and the magnificent
organ.

Thomas & Susan Krueger with Al Choffnes in front of the
82 Key North Tonawanda band organ
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The new 'Perfume Passage Parisian Streetscape'

Interior view of the 'Perfume Passage'

Dan & Sandy Vondrasek with Beverly Chatfield & Bear
Schultz on the Eden Palais carousel

Docent Allyn Barnett demonstrating the Seeburg Style H
orchestrion

Corner of the 'Ice Cream Parlor'
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Magnificent five-manual organ console in the Music
Theater Room
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Instruments in the American Orchestrion Room

uments in the American Orchestrion Room

Interior view of a Peerless
orchestrion in the American
Orchestrion Room

erior view of a Peerless
chestrion in the American
chestrion Room

The children's Christmas party in the
upstairs ballroom at the Dreihaus
Museum

The Sanfilippo
'Place
de la Musique'
The Sanfilippo
'Place de
la Musique'

Carol Veome, Paul Mayer, Ken
Walczak and Dennis Gabriel
marvel at the opulence of one of
the rooms in the Dreihaus Museum

Carol Veome, Paul Mayer,
Ken Walczak and Dennis
Gabriel marvel at the
opulence of one of the rooms
in the Dreihaus Museum

Driehaus docent relates the history
of one of the Tiffany stained glass
windows on display at the Driehaus
Museum

Driehaus docent relates the
history of one of the Tiffany
stained glass windows on
display at the Driehaus
Museum

Jim Edwards played "Hoochie Coochie Dance" (Duo-Art #58359) on his
Steinway Duo-Art reproducing piano. The music was composed by John
Powell, famous American composer from Chicago. He wrote it for "Little
Egypt's" performance at the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893
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FOUNDING CHAPTER
Reporter: Bob Gonzalez
President: John Ulrich
Photographer: Rob Thomas
October 6th was another lovely late Summer
day at the home of Geoffrey Kaiser and Bruce
Grimes. Approximately twenty members, and
a guest or two, enjoyed a wonderful lunch and
much great music from the several Duo-Art
pianos in the collection. First time visitors were
impressed with the large model showboat
made entirely of toothpicks. Of course, the
most impressive object is the 1923 9’6”
Steinway Duo-Art. Geoffrey explained how the
piano was crudely shortened by an inept tech
using a hand saw. Geoffrey traced the piano’s
ownership through several hands before he
was finally able to obtain it. He carefully rebuilt
the piano back, lengthening it to its present
size. It was necessary to create a custom
veneer around the case.
Music was heard from all the pianos as
Host Bruce Grimes
the afternoon progressed. This reporter
particularly enjoyed playing popular tunes
from the golden age. And, there are a huge
number of selections to pick from. Other members chose
classical pieces that really demonstrated the power of the
big Steinway.
Right:
While some members were playing piano rolls, others were Closeup of
inspecting the Lebarjan Style 8 Perforator. Geoffrey is always the customhappy to demonstrate how it works. Imagine punching an rebuilt
Steinway
entire roll one hole at a time!
Duo-Art
All good things must end, and people began to leave around spool frame
five o’clock. A good time was had by all and everyone will
look forward to next year’s meeting here.
Below: Tockhwok shows off a model steamboat
constructed entirely of toothpicks

Right: Bob
Gonzalez
mans the
awesome
Steinway
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Host Tockhwok poses with another
modern classic

HEART OF AMERICA CHAPTER
Reporter: Dan Davis
President: Mike Schoeppner

On December 7th, the Heart of America AMICA Chapter
held their annual Christmas party at the home of John and
Barbara Washburn. Several activities were planned. Snacks
and munchies kept everyone going for an afternoon mart
and swap meet, followed by a gift exchange and ugly sweater

contest. Rick McDowell showed two short holiday comedy
films. After a short business meeting the potluck dinner table
was opened followed by everyone visiting into the evening
hours.

AMICA party attendees gather in front of the TWA hangar

Washburn family hosts, daughter Susan, son Mark, Barbara and John Washburn
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Charles Tyler winner
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Ugly sweater contest participants

Family Members
of Mike
and Sandy
Schoeppner were
guests

Tiny Washburn
Airlines airplane
hangar entrance

Rick McDowell and John Washburn man
the projection booth
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LADY LIBERTY CHAPTER
Reporter: Vincent Morgan
President: Marie Beemish
Photographers: Carolyn Ragozzino and Michael Falco
On December 14th the weather cooperated, and we all made
our way to the wonderful, magical home of Dr. Paul Ciancia
and Dennis Westervelt in Wykoff, NJ. We parked across the
street behind the fire station and hiked across the street and
up a long driveway while admiring the huge grove of trees,
grass and the view of the area. Upon arrival at the house
we were struck with its size, wondering just what treasures
might lie inside. Some of us had been there before, but we
thought our readers would like to hear from some of our first
timers and newest members.
Upon entering the home, we were immediately met with the
aroma of what turned out to be a magnificent meal prepared
by Dennis Westervelt and his friend Michael. The food
wasn't quite ready yet, so Paul took the group on a grand
tour, which began on the first floor and continued to the large
music room in the basement. There was a double Mill's
Violano, a Hupfeld Phonolist Violano (which decided at the
last minute to quit working, but was fixed a few days later),
several phonographs, a large Regina model 33 27.5 inch
changer, an Aeolian Duo Art Concertola, a Seybold PianoAccordion Jazz player that grabbed everyone's attention as
the piano played being accompanied by an accordion and
base drum sitting on top, numerous antique radios, a Link
2E, a Cremona J and more. More? I almost forgot the Stroh
violin, which is a combination violin and horn that was used
for early acoustic recordings. Well, everyone needs to visit
the bathroom at some point. The walls were painted to look
like we were lost in a forest somewhere. Wow!

Then just as everyone was greatly entranced with the
instruments, lunch was ready with a call to eat. What a meal!
Dennis and Michael outdid themselves. We should have
charged everyone $50 for such a feast, but we didn't. And
among the drinks was something that they called Wassail,
that was so well liked that people asked for the recipe. Here
it is.
Dennis Westervelt's Wassail
1 gallon of apple cider
2 cups of orange juice
1 cup of lemon juice
2 teaspoons of ground cinnamon & two sticks for decoration
(optional)
12 whole cloves & 1/2 tsp ground cloves
1/2 tsp ground ginger
1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg
1 orange sliced
1 apple thin sliced
1/2 cup brandy (BUT leave that out if you want the people
to remain sober.)
Mix all ingredients (except for the sliced oranges and
apples) in slow cooker and cook for about four hours. Set
the cooker on low for a couple of hours and then on high
for an hour or two. Add the orange and apple cider slices
at the end.
Following the meal, we held our end of the year meeting.
We recognized the passing of two members and one friend
of the chapter. Members: Ray Scheffy and Joseph Dennan.
Friend of the chapter: Larry McGowan,
who kept the carousel and organ working
at Rye Playland for 39 years.
We announced that long-time member,
Aldo Mancusi, curator of the Enrico
Caruso Museum in Brooklyn is selling his
extensive Thomas Edison collection along
with a Steinway Duo-Art piano and more.
Also, we announced that fellow AMICAn,
Andy Park, is now one of the musicians
playing the carillon at Riverside Church in
Manhattan. He gives tours to groups of 10
Wednesdays through Saturdays.
Here are some comments, mostly by
first timers to this collection

Group photo
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room we sensed immediately that his wonderful collection
was as thoughtful as it was eclectic. Not quite the schooled
mechanical music fan that my son Ian is, I was still drawn
to rich history of each instrument / machine and the context
provided by period advertising cards for the radios and
phonographs.
Especially connective was the 100-year-old black and white
photo of a B.P.O. Elks dinner hanging in the downstairs great
room for their exalted leader that had a Cremona J like the
one in Paul’s collection hiding in plain sight (rear center) in
the print. When played for the AMICA guests, the Cremona
J’s vibrant sound helped me imagine a century old dinner
come to life in full color.
Of course, the Seybold with its upbeat accordion and
percussion accompaniment made one feel at a café in Paris
while the Mills Violano was a can’t miss treat.
Finally, some of the vintage holiday decorations from the
ceramic lit Christmas trees to incandescent glass bulb light
strings on the tree brought me back to fond memories of my
youth at this special time of year.
John Fraser
Paul Ciancia, our gracious host
Although we've been there once before there were several
instruments that caught our attention, namely the Link payer
piano with the endless roll, the double Mills Violin Virtuoso,
and the Duo Art carousel roll changer. It's also interesting to
see his antique radio collection since I am a radio collector
too. He has some rare sets that are not often seen. We were
also impressed with the Christmas decorations, and the
tasty food and warm hospitality. Also, it's a good idea to allow
outside guests to be invited as it's an opportunity to attract
new members.
Regards,
Carl and Gloria Steinberg
*****

I especially enjoyed hearing the Seybold Jazz Orchestrion
with accordion. In addition, there was also an Edison
collection with pieces such as a radio and even a battery
powered fan which as an Edison “fan” was exciting to see!
Paul and Dennis were great hosts and I’m looking forward to
a future visit!
Ian Fraser

"5 Star Meeting at Paul Ciancia's"
Christmas was every-ware......Pristine mechanical musical
instruments were every-ware........I mean every-ware.....
Paul and Dennis their house full of Christmas Happiness.
When the sound of the instruments came to life, guests
were spellbound. Paul gave us the history and played every
instrument. There are two floors filled with the instruments
we love, and what is probably the largest collection of
Phonographs and accessories dating back to the 1800's.
The orchestrion with the accordion was a highlight for my
wife, Rita. Her father played a similar accordion.
It was truly a most enjoyable holiday meeting.......can we do
it again?!!!!!
Rita & Bill Sharkey
*****
Upon entering Paul Ciancia’s and Dennis Westervelt’s great
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*****
This was my first visit to Paul and Dennis’s house. When I first
walked into the great room, I was amazed by the wonderful
setting of the instruments. After hearing instruments such
as the Seeburg G and Double Mills Violano, we went down
to the basement where we were treated to an amazing
collection of antique radios and more mechanical music.

*****
Thank you for the invitation to the AMICA meeting on Dec 14th
in Wyckoff, NJ. The hosts extended the utmost in hospitality
in their beautiful home. We really did not know much about
automated musical instruments nor vintage phonographs.
What amazed me the most is the pristine condition and
flawless operation of each piece especially those operating
violins along with pianos. The engineering and mechanical
precision is something to marvel at considering the age of
the pieces. It's difficult for a human to play a violin no less
something automated. As an audiophile I especially loved
the 1928 Electrola as it looked and operated like the day it
was made. It must take many hours of care and maintenance
to keep these pieces in the impeccable condition they are in
as it shows in each piece.... Thank you again.
Paul and Carolyn Ragozzino, guests invited by Bill and Rita
Sharkey
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Paul Ciancia explaining to Jim Sullivan the workings of a
Stroh violin used in early acoustic recordings

Members Gloria and Carl Steinberg with guests, Andy Park
and Paul Manganaro listening to Steinway Duo Art
Left: Mills
double Violano

Right: Seybold
PianoAccordion
Jazz with bass
drums

Aeolian Duo Art Concertola roll changer

Left: Louis XV
Knabe Ampico
A/B

Left: Guests
Paul and
Carolyn
Ragozzion

Right: Edison
wet battery
pack used to
power fan seen
on table

Left: Hupfeld
Phonolizst
Violina

Left: Atwater
Kent Model 9
Breadboard
radio
Right: Chicago
radio labs
tuner and amp.
First Antique
Wireless
competition.
1937 Sparton
mirror radio
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PACIFIC CAN-AM CHAPTER
Reporter: Mike Metcalfe
President: Rob Reid

On December 8, 2019 the
Pacific Can-Am chapter held
a meeting at the home of
Annie Tyvand in Lynnwood,
Washington. It was a joint
meeting with the Northwest
International Chapter of
MBSI (Music Box Society
International), and so the
house was full of people
who were able to enjoy each
other’s company in a relaxed
and most pleasant setting.
Early in the afternoon, Annie
gave a tour of her extensive
collection. First was a doll
collection where there were
several individual displays
of dolls set in various highly
detailed scenes. Then there
was a demonstration of one
of her music box changers.

These AMICAns had obviously just enjoyed an excellent potluck
and a business meeting followed
excellently. Annie is also very talented in
producing stained glass patterns, and there
was evidence of this both inside the house
and in the back yard.
The business meeting was led by outgoing
President Stu Swanberg. The main topic
covered was the election of new officers.
Rob Reid is now the new President, Carl
Dodrill is the Vice President, Mike Metcalfe
is the Chapter Reporter and Bruce Newman
is the Board Representative. The chapter
membership is truly appreciative to Stu
Swanberg for many years of dedicated
service as President of the chapter.

After an enjoyable potluck, we were treated
to a magic show by Rick Swaney where
he mystified the audience with card tricks,
Annie, gracious hostess, stands by her excellent Duo Art reproducing grand spiritualism and various other sleight of
hand demonstrations. Marc Sachnoff also
provided some entertainment by playing
Annie also showed us the remarkable restoration work she some jazzy Christmas music on the Duo Art. Overall, the
had done to the cabinet door of a machine, only one of afternoon was very upbeat and pleasant, with major thanks
many music boxes in her substantial collection. There was to Annie for hosting us to this wonderful holiday event in her
also a beautiful Steinway Duo-Art reproducing piano which home.
was recently added to her instruments and which played
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Left to right, Larry
Sanchez, Marc Sachnoff,
and David Goodwin truly
enjoyed connecting with
each other in this most
pleasant setting

Left: Marc Sachnoff plays
some truly intriguing tunes
on the Duo Art

Rick Swaney, a lifelong magician, did a fabulous job of
entertaining the AMICA/MBSI audience with illusions that
simply could not be explained

Carl Dodrill pumps a roll of holiday music
while his wife, Halie, looks on
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Reporter and President: Diane DeTar
Photographer: Lowell Boehland

The group together in the Musik Haus
Our annual Christmas meeting, at the Frank Nix Musik
Haus, was again a smashing success. Believe it or not we
had pouring rain everyday up until Saturday. Then the sun
showed up and it turned out to be a beautiful day. We had
around 50 people which made it very comfortable. Our party
continued into Sunday. It was nice to have two groups spread
out over the weekend.

thankful that Wayne and I are both walking again. I have two
new knees and he has a foot that is still attached to his leg!
Hope you all have a great 2020!

The one on Sunday had around 35 people in attendance.
Frank provided a great spread of deli along with lasagna.
Connie and Dieter Brehm showed up early to help decorate
and get the food ready. Frank put the kids to work also. Steve
was cutting a tree down that had fallen in the night before as
a result of the storm. Barbara, Tara and Doug were helping
with the set up. Frank and Jeremy were busy with the Pierre
Eich. Wayne and I, Ed Marsh and Jody Kravitz showed up
early and started helping Connie getting things set up. By
the time the members showed up we had everything ready
to go. Yea team!!!
We had a very short meeting. Wayne was appointed as Vice
President and will be helping me with club functions. This is
always an enjoyable time of year for me. A time of reflection
and feeling thankful for all that we have. I’m especially
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Hosts Doug and Barbara along with Frank standing in front
of the “Imhof & Mukle”.
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Some of the group enjoying the “Imhof & Mukle”.

Frank playing the Banjo-Orchestra

Lowell took a great shot of some of the wonderful
instruments in the collection. Starting on the left is the Karl
Frei trumpet street organ, the Mortier, the Western Electric
Mascot, the Steria, the Banjo Orchestra with the clown in
top. On the right wall is the Wurlitzer BX. Many kudos to
Lowell Boehland. We’re so lucky to have him as our club
photographer.

A Mills Violano concert

More great pictures of the collection. The Banjo Orchestra,
Hupfeld Helios 1C31, Tangley Calliope 43, Remond Duwyn
The Mortier dance organ with added pipes to
86 key Cafe Organ, and the newest project, the Pierre Eich.
play up to 105 keys.
Also pictured is a 15 1/2” table model double comb Regina.
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The “Orgel Haus”. Behind the automaton monkey is a
35A Ruth with Mozart conducting the orchestra! There’s a
beautiful Perlee Street Organ next to a 49 key Lemonaire.

Up in the music box room with Robin, Bob and Judy.

A nice Seeburg KT with a German Clown band on top
originally from Svoboda’s Nickelodeon Tavern

Robin Biggins and Jody Kravitz in another part of the Musik
Haus. Frank is standing in front of an oak Mermod Sublime
Harmony Piccolo. Beside him is a case full of souvenir
collectibles with a Bremond Swiss Chalet clock music box.

Left: Wonderful picture
of Frank and the kids in
front of an old gasoline
pump. Frank started
with the service station
many years ago.
Steve has run it as an
automotive repair shop
now for over 30 years.

Right: Weber Styria
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TEXAS CHAPTER Reporter: Annette Stewart
President: Robert Stewart

Bob Stewart prepares to play his beautifully finished
Victrola Credenza X while Andy Ware and
Jim Quashnock listen
Our hosts Bob and Annette Stewart next to their recently
restored Nelson Wiggen style 6T Orchestra
President Robert Stewart called the December 7, 2019
meeting to order at 2:30 pm with 15 members and one
guest present. The Stewarts were our hosts. Bob and
Annette’s collection includes: 1921 Deluxe upright player
piano, Regina Corona 15 ½” autochanger, Encore Banjo,
Marshall & Wendell Ampico B upright, Regina Corona 27”
changer, Nelson - Wiggen Style 6T Orchestra, Modeska by
Janssen Piano Co., Columbia Grafonola Deluxe and many
phonographs both cylinder and record. Bob was happy to
play and share stories about his various instruments.
This being the year end meeting, election of new officers
was on the agenda. There being no nominees from the
floor, the present officers were unanimously re-elected for
the 2020 term.

Bob Stewart explains the history of the Nelson Wiggen
style 6T Orchestra and its missing arcade target device

Our roster for upcoming meetings for 2020 is taking shape.
Kurt Kauck is hosting our February/March meeting in Spring,
TX. We are hopeful that this location will entice some of our
Houston area members to attend. Maybe even some MBSI
members who are always welcome to join in the fun.
Music and refreshments followed. Conversation with old
friends and new was the order of the day. Everyone had a
good time and the meeting was adjourned at 6:30 pm.

The Regina 15 ½ 3 Changer in one corner of
the music room
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A Columbia Grafonola Deluxe
record player with Regina music box
attachment

Our hostess Annette Stewart, Becky Newton, and Kathy Quashnock chat in the
family room with the Modeska (combination Recordo Piano, Radio, Desk) behind
them

27-inch Regina and a rare 1930 Ampico B upright

The Seeburg E nickelodeon with xylophone sits ready to
play some Christmas music
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Susie Pelino, Beverly Steck, and Jim Quashnock hear the
Regina 15 ½ Changer Music Box better when Bob Stewart
plays it with the cabinet door open

Members George Augustas, Sharon Boruff, and Richard &
Linda Claytor
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